
JESUS, Uncovering the Life, Teachings and Relevance of a Religious Revolutionary 

  By Marcus J. Borg 

Leading Bible scholar Marcus Borg takes us on an incredible journey to discover who Jesus was, 

what he taught, and why he still matters today. In the definitive book of his career, Borg argues 

that how we see Jesus affects how we see Christianity and reveals a new way of seeing-- a new 

perspective that can overcome the differences between the literalists and progressives, a path 

that emphasizes following "the way" of Jesus, the original name of the Jesus movement. 

Your Forgotten Self Mirrored in Jesus the Christ 

  By David Robert Ord 

Your Forgotten Self asserts that if you see Jesus as different from yourself, you have no hope of 

enjoying the fulfilling life he lived. It argues that, instead of being fundamentally different from 

us, Jesus was the embodiment of the essence of our humanity. In the view of Jesus' early follow-

ers, to be a believer is to see yourself as Jesus saw himself. To have faith is to become aware that 

you have already been "raised up" with Christ into the heavens a state of divine consciousness 

and are at this moment blessed with "every spiritual blessing" the kingdom of heaven affords. 

Your Forgotten Self invites you to see yourself with new eyes. When this happens, the power of 

the Christ floods into your everyday circumstances. You experience life as Jesus experienced it. 

You begin to live as Jesus in the present moment.  

Living Buddha, Living Christ 

  By Thich Nhat Hanh 

Buddha and Christ, perhaps the two most pivotal figures in the history of humankind, each left 

behind a legacy of teachings and practices that have shaped the lives of billions of people over 

two millennia. If they were to meet on the road today, what would each think of the other's   

spiritual views and practices?  

Meeting Jesus Again for the First Time:  

The Historical Jesus and the Heart of Contemporary Faith 

  By Marcus J. Borg 

Marcus Borg addresses the yearnings of those who want a fully contemporary faith that         

welcomes rather than oppresses our critical intelligence and openness to the best of historical 

scholarship. Borg shows how a rigorous examination of historical findings can lead to a new faith 

in Christ, one that is critical and, at the same time, sustaining.  

The Fourth Gospel: Tales of a Jewish Mystic 

  By John Shelby Spong 

John Shelby Spong, argues that this last gospel to be written was misinterpreted by the framers 
of the 4th-century creeds to be a literal account of the life of Jesus when in fact it is a literary, 
interpretive retelling of the events in Jesus' life through the medium of fictional characters, from 
Nicodemus and Lazarus to the "Beloved Disciple." The Fourth Gospel was designed first to place 
Jesus into the context of the Jewish scriptures, then to place him into the worship patterns of the 
synagogue and finally to allow him to be viewed through the lens of a popular form of first-
century Jewish mysticism.   The result of this intriguing study is not only to recapture the original 
message of this gospel, but also to provide us today with a radical new dimension to the claim 
that in the humanity of Jesus the reality of God has been met and engaged. 
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